Most software is accompanied by frequent changes, whereas the implementation of a single change can affect many different parts of the system. Approaches for Impact Analysis have been developed to assist developers with changing software. However, there is no solid framework for classifying and comparing such approaches, and it is therefore hard to find a suitable technique with minimal effort. The contribution of this paper is a taxonomy for Impact Analysis, based on a literature review conducted on related studies, to overcome this limitation. The presented classification criteria are more detailed and precise than those proposed in previous work, and possible candidates for all criteria are derived from studied literature. We classify several approaches according to our taxonomy to illustrate its applicability and the usefulness of our criteria. The research presented in this paper prepares the ground for a comprehensive survey of Software Change Impact Analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Most software systems are accompanied by frequent changes, as they are required to keep the system operational. Performing regularly updates and additions is a necessary task to adapt to new hardware, software, or changing customer needs. Also, hidden bugs are often overlooked by developers
The need for a taxonomy
A clear taxonomy of Impact Analysis, consisting of several different classification criteria, is required due to the vast amount of approaches, techniques and publications which have been proposed within the last 20 years of research. We reviewed 160 studies related to Impact Analysis and were confronted with the problem of classifying and comparing the proposed ideas properly. Without sound classification criteria, a comparison of different approaches is not feasible in practice. Currently, only few and rather limited comparisons are available, e.g. the work presented in [8, 35] . Apart from the work of Arnold and Bohner [3] , there are no comparisons of completely different approaches due to a lack of suitable criteria. A comprehensive taxonomy, consisting of sound criteria, enables developers and researchers to purposefully classify, compare, and identify relevant approaches which meet their requirements. Finally, a solid comparison and classification of approaches could reduce development costs, since less time must be spent on finding a suitable technique for the current problem. Completely unsuitable approaches can be discarded immediately and only a few techniques remain to be analyzed in detail.
Requirements for a taxonomy
A taxonomy should enable the comparison of Impact Analysis approaches [3] . One can compare approaches with the following two intentions.
(1) Compare approaches to find the most suitable approach.
(2) Compare approaches to identify and investigate differences between them.
Approaches can differ in terms of required input and produced output, whereas the input can be further subdivided into analyzed software artifacts, supported change types, and interaction with the user. Another difference is the algorithm or technology which is used to compute impacted elements (results) based on the given input (software artifacts + changes). To enable the comparison of approaches based on their performance, information about the ratio of false-positives, memory consumption, execution time etc. are required. From a practical point of view, approaches can also differ in terms of supported programming or modeling languages, and tool support, i.e. if the approach has been implemented.
We can therefore derive the following nine requirements (R) for a taxonomy of Impact Analysis from the above mentioned points, to enable the classification, comparison, and identification of approaches proposed in literature.
R1: Analyzed artifacts. R2: Provided results. R3: Supported change types. R4: Utilized techniques. R5: Availability of tool support. R6: Scalability. R7: Quality of results. R8: Supported languages / frameworks. R9: Interactivity of the analysis process.
Contribution and structure of the paper
The contribution of this paper is a taxonomy for Impact Analysis which is based on a review of current research results. We derive possible candidates for all of our criteria to increase the usefulness of our taxonomy, and classify several approaches to demonstrate its applicability. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines Impact Analysis. Section 3 briefly describes our literature review. Section 4 describes current classification schemes, followed by a discussion why they are not sufficient. Section 5 outlines our new classification criteria. Section 6.1 provides several examples how to use the taxonomy in practice. Finally Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines future work.
IMPACT ANALYSIS
The overall goal of Impact Analysis is to identify entities which are either directly or indirectly affected by a change [3] . The problems and challenges of Impact Analysis were extensively explored by Bohner in [6] . There exist a variety of techniques to compute or estimate the effects of a change, e.g. program analysis or Mining Software Repositories (MSR), which has been thoroughly studied by Kagdie et al. [27] and was explored by Gîrba and Ducasse [20] for software evolution. Most approaches for Impact Analysis try to answer Question 2 -Which entities are affected by this change?, whereas only a few approaches (e.g. Antoniol et al. [1] , Canfora and Cerulo [14] ) try to answer Question 1 -Which entity must be changed to accomplish the change? Nevertheless, most studies and approaches use the following definitions for software entities, first introduced by Arnold and Bohner in [3] .
Definition 1 (Starting Impact Set -SIS):
Directly changed entities, i.e. the input for the Impact Analysis process.
Definition 2 (Estimated Impact Set -EIS):
Entities that are possibly affected, i.e. the output of the Impact Analysis process.
Definition 3 (Actual Impact Set -AIS):
Entities that are affected by a change.
Ideally, the content of EIS should equal the content of AIS. Most approaches however overestimate the impact (|EIS| > |AIS|) or miss impacted elements (∃a ∈ AIS : a / ∈ EIS). A key problem is to capture all dependencies and to trace them across the entire system to identify all impacted elements. Due to the size of the involved systems, this can only be achieved by automated solutions, which guide the developer through any change to the software.
THE REVIEW

Research questions
Our research is motivated and driven by a series of research questions (Q).
Q1: For which software artifacts are approaches available? Q2: What data or input is required by the approaches? Q3: What types of changes are supported by the approaches? Q4: What techniques or algorithms are used?
Study selection criteria
Our review includes studies which have been published between 1991 and 2011 in the fields of Software Engineering, Software Maintenance and Software Evolution. We accepted studies from conferences, workshops, journals, technical reports, master thesis and PhD thesis either written in English or German. However, we excluded studies describing pure manual approaches, such as reviews or inspections.
Search process
We used the following three-pronged search process in combination with Google Scholar to search for relevant studies: (1) Perform an initial and direct search for relevant studies. The following primary search terms P were used to identify relevant studies.
P1: Impact analysis. P2: Change impact analysis.
We combined our primary terms with the additional terms S, as the term Impact Analysis is used in many different domains with a different meaning, e.g. in social sciences. We composed the cross product of P and S, i.e. P × S, resulting in sixteen queries. We reviewed the abstracts and summaries of identified studies and switched to full text scanning if they met our requirements. The search process identified 160 relevant studies in total. The complete list of results can be obtained from the author's website: http://www.theoinf.tu-ilmenau.de/˜slehnert/misc/IA.bib
S1:
Data extraction
We archived identified studies by building a BibTex 1 library managed with JabRef 2 . We used the following summary scheme to extract relevant information. 
CURRENT TAXONOMIES
Only little work has been spent on creating a suitable taxonomy or classification scheme for Impact Analysis approaches. This section discusses the taxonomy established by Kilpinen [28] which, in a similar fashion, is used by many studies (e.g. [4, 13] ) to sort their approach into the field of Impact Analysis. We also discuss the framework for comparison, as established by Arnold and Bohner in [3] . Kilpinen [28] distinguishes between three groups of Impact Analysis approaches which will be explained in this section.
Taxonomy of Kilpinen
Group 1: Traceability Impact Analysis. Group 2: Dependency Impact Analysis. Group 3: Experimental Impact Analysis.
(1) Traceability Impact Analysis: Traceability links are one of the basic means to express relationships between system components, and they are used to connect entities of different levels of abstraction, e.g. requirements and source code. Traceability links can be utilized to propagate changes, or the impact of changes to related elements, e.g. [1, [24] [25] [26] 49] . A review on the role of traceability for Impact Analysis has been conducted by De Lucia et al. in [16] and might serve as a reference for the interested reader.
(2) Dependency Impact Analysis: Impact Analysis can be conducted on the internal couplings of a software system, such as dependencies between classes, methods, and variables, as stated by Bohner [6] . Several techniques have been proposed which utilize program dependencies, for example program slicing [19, 47] . However, there exist many different approaches and techniques, which utilize program dependencies. Therefore classifying them all as dependency-based is too imprecise and a more subtle distinction is required.
(3) Experimental Impact Analysis:
In contrast to automated techniques like Dependency Analysis, Experimental Impact Analysis is focused on manual and therefore labor intensive techniques, such as audits, reviews, and code inspections [6, 28] . Most of these techniques do not scale very well with large systems and even experienced senior developers were proven to draw false conclusions from manual analyzed software [32] . Kilpinen [28] concluded that most developers rely on solid tool support, and an experiment conducted by Tóth et al. [48] has shown that programmers tend to find less impacts than tools and therefore miss impacted entities.
Evaluation
The taxonomy of Kilpinen is very coarse-grained and does not provide deeper insights into classified studies. Only one of our nine requirements as stated in Section 1.2 is partly met by the taxonomy, namely Utilzed techniques (R4). The taxonomy does not provide any details on the other eight requirements at all and is therefore less suitable for classifying Impact Analysis approaches. The complete evaluation results are displayed in Figure 1 
Framework of Arnold and Bohner
Arnold and Bohner noticed the need for a solid classification of approaches and proposed a framework [3] which contains several criteria to enable a comparison of Impact Analysis approaches. Their framework consists of three different parts, namely IA Application, IA Parts and IA Effectiveness. IA Application answers the question how the approach is used to accomplish IA [3] , whereas IA Parts answers the question how the approach itself accomplishes IA [3] . IA Effectiveness examines how well the approach accomplishes the goals of IA [3] . The criteria Artifact Object Model, Interface Object Model and Internal Object Model provide details about the granularity and types of artifacts analyzed by the approaches and are therefore related to our requirement R1. Their framework provides information about the actual Impact Analysis is carried out (criterion Tracing/Impact Approach) and where the analyzed data comes from (criterion Repository). Arnold and Bohner also considered additional features offered by Impact Analysis approaches (criterion Other Features), as well as how the results are presented to the developer (criterion Results specification) and included these information in their framework. The framework also provides information about the performance of classified approaches in terms of |SIS|/|EIS|, |EIS|/|AIS| and |EIS|/|System| to enable a comparison based on data gained through case studies.
Evaluation
The framework [3] provides a comprehensive classification scheme for Impact Analysis approaches. They incorporated a variety of criteria into their taxonomy to enable the comparison and classification of different approaches. According to our requirements, the framework fulfills requirement R1 Figure 1 : Evaluation results for the taxonomy [28] and the framework [3] as the Interface Object Model criterion has the same intention. Criterion Tracing/Impact Approach relates to our requirement R4. Results Specification is similar to our requirement R9 since it contains information how the user interacts with the approach. Criteria |SIS|/|EIS|, |EIS|/|AIS| and |EIS|/|System| can help to judge the performance of an approach and are therefore similar to our requirement R7. However, the framework does not provide any details about the granularity of results (R2), the supported change types (R3), the supported languages (R8) and tool support (R5). Distinguishing between a pure research approach and an already implemented approach with tool support could therefore be problematic as requirement R5 and R8 are not met. The lack of information about supported programming or modeling languages further reduces the practical applicability, as more time must be spend with analyzing the approaches. The complete evaluation results are depicted in Figure 1 .
Other related work
Mens and Buckley [12, 33] established a taxonomy for software change which offers some usefull criteria for a taxonomy of Impact Analysis. Their taxonomy consists of four dimensions, namely System properties (what), Object of change (where), Temporal properties (when) and Change support (how). The Object of change dimension contains two criteria, namely granularity and artifact, that are related to our requirements R1, R2 and R3 and are also similar to the Artifact Object Model and Interface Object Model criteria from the framework of Arnold and Bohner. Their Change support dimension contains the criterion degree of automatization which is related to our requirement R5 and criterion change type is similar to our requirement R3.
Conclusions for a new taxonomy
As outlined in Section 4.1.1 and summarized by Figure 1 , the taxonomy as established by Kilpinen [28] is not useful for classifying and comparing Impact Analysis approaches. The classification is too coarse-grained to be of use in practice and provides no strict criteria to classify research approaches. The framework of Arnold and Bohner [3] introduces a set of criteria which help to fulfill some of the requirements stated in Section 1.2, but on the other hand it lacks some important criteria to be of use in practice, including supported change types and the programming or modeling language an approach can be used with. However, we reuse some of the criteria first introduced by Arnold and Bohner in our new taxonomy which will be discussed in the remainder of this paper.
TOWARDS A NEW TAXONOMY
To satisfy our nine requirements stated in Section 1.2, new and detailed classification criteria are required. We do not use the three groups of Impact Analysis as proposed by Kilpinen [28] and others, instead we focus on a multitude of new criteria to enable the classification and comparison of approaches. We introduce our criteria and provide possible candidates for them in Section 5.1. Section 6 introduces the taxonomy and Section 6.1 provides several examples how the proposed taxonomy can be used in practice.
Definition of classification criteria
Based on our requirements stated in Section 1.2 and the evaluation of current classification schemes in Section 4 we introduce a set of criteria which contribute to our taxonomy. As a first result of our review, we identified approaches working on different levels of software. We identified three levels of interest, namely source code (e.g. Apiwattanapong et al. [2] ), architectural (e.g. Briand et al. [11] ) and requirements models and miscellaneous artifacts, such as configuration and documentation files (e.g. Sherriff and Williams [45] ). This information has to be expressed by a criterion to accomplish requirements R1, R2 and R8, as a software architect implementing a change to the architecture of a software system is most likely not interested in techniques which are designed for source code on the level of statements. In contrast, a programmer's focus is on affected methods, statements and variables and not on requirements specifications. Therefore we refer to this criterion as the Scope of Analysis.
Criterion 1 (Scope of Analysis): Does the approach work on code, models, miscellaneous artifacts or a combination of them?
We further improve this criterion by dividing it into three sub-criteria which reflect the levels of code, models and miscellaneous artifacts as there exist finer subdivisions in studied literature. Approaches focused on source code can be further divided into the following three categories.
Criterion 1.1.1 (Code -Static): Impact Analysis performed through lexical and syntactic analysis of source code, e.g. Santelices and Harrold [43] .
Impact Analysis performed after data from program execution was collected, e.g. Apiwattanapong et al. [2] . Criterion 1.1.3 (Code -Online): Impact Analysis conducted concurrently with program execution, e.g. Breech et al. [7] .
Whereas we further subdivide approaches operating on the level of models into the following two categories.
Criterion 1.2.1 (Models -Requirements):
Impact Analysis applied on formalized requirements specifications and models, e.g. Goknil et al. [21] .
Criterion 1.2.2 (Models -Architecture):
Impact Analysis applied on the architecture and abstract design of software, e.g. van den Berg [49] .
The second criterion can be derived from the different levels of granularity the approaches operate on. According to Mens and Buckley [12, 33] and Arnold and Bohner [3] we refer to this criterion as the Granularity of Entities.
Criterion 2 (Granularity of Entities):
Which levels of granularity are supported by the approach?
In contrast to Arnold and Bohner [3] and Mens and Buckley [12, 33] , we further subdivide this criterion into the following three sub-criteria.
Criterion 2.1 (Granularity of Artifacts):
How fine-grained are the entities to be analyzed?
Criterion 2.2 (Granularity of Changes):
How fine-grained are changes?
Criterion 2.3 (Granularity of Results):
What is reported to be affected?
These three sub-criteria are important for the developer to choose the right approach, for example when changing the state of a variable: the Impact Analysis approach must support this fine-grained level of program entities. The same applies for architects who want to assess the impact of a change on several classes: approaches which are only able to identify impacted components are less helpful in such a case. The information expressed by these criteria provide the answer for the required input of the approach (R1), the supported change types (R2) and the expected results (R3). A researcher can use these information to evaluate the approach and to propose possible improvements (e.g. allowing for more fine-grained results). We observed the following levels of granularity for artifacts and results of approaches operating on source code or architectural models. In the following, we list a hierarchy of changes extracted from reviewed studies, as well as change types mentioned in the studied literature to provide possible candidates for criterion 2.2.
(1) Unstructured changes: -CVS change records -log file entries (2) Compound changes: -move entity (remove + add) (3) Atomic changes: -add entity -remove entity -visibility change (e.g. from private to public) -modifier change (e.g. add static-modifier) -value change / property update -type change (e.g. data type, relation type) -signature change (e.g. add parameter, change return type) Some studies (e.g. Fluri and Gall [18] ) consider rename as a distinct change type. However, rename is just a special case of the value change-operation, applied on the nameattribute of an entity. Therefore we do not consider it as a distinct operation.
Our third criterion arises from the need to be able to understand the Impact Analysis approach. So far our criteria answer the question what the approaches analyze, but not how. Similar to Arnold and Bohner [3] , we want to incorporate the information about the utilized technique, method or algorithm into our taxonomy. This information is required to accomplish requirement R4 and requirement R6, as approaches cannot be evaluated or improved, if they are not understood by the researcher or if the researcher is not aware of a certain technique.
Criterion 3 (Utilized technique):
What algorithm, method or idea is used?
During our research, we identified the reoccurring usage of 10 different techniques. In the following, we will enumerate and briefly explain each technique in order to provide possible candidates for this criterion. The techniques we have identified can be used as a starting point for further refining possible candidates for this criterion.
(1) Program Slicing [47] returns those parts of a source code affected by a change and is used by Gallagher and Lyle in [19] , Zhao et al. [59] , Korpi and Koskinen [29] , Vidács et al. [51] , Santelices and Harrold [43] , and many others.
(2) Call Graphs consist of method and function calls extracted from code. The transitive closure of this graph is then computed. Examples can be found in the work of Ren et al. [39] [40] [41] [42] , Xia and Srikanth [54] , and Badri et al. [4] .
(3) Execution Traces contain methods or functions that have been called during the execution of a program and were obtained by monitoring the running software. Examples can be found in the work of Law and Rothermel [30, 31] , Breech et al. [7, 9] , and Gupta et al. [22, 23] .
(4) Program Dependency Graphs are comprised of dependencies between program entities extracted from source code [6] . Changes to a certain node in the graph are then propagated through the entire graph, as shown by Bohner in [5] .
(5) Message Dependency Graphs model message communication between distributed systems and can be used to propagate changes between them. Examples can be found in Popescu et al. [36, 37] , and Yoo and Choi [58] .
(6) Traceability Traceability links can be used to capture relationships between entities of different levels of abstraction [16] . The aggregate of all links can be treated as a graph and enable the propagation of changes, as shown in the work of Dantas et al. [15] , and Ibrahim et al. [24] [25] [26] .
(7) Explicit Rules are based on design and domain knowledge and describe which entities are affected by a certain type of change, as proposed by Briand et al. [10, 11] , Feng and Maletic [17] , and Vora [52] .
(8) Information Retrieval utilizes similarities between attributes of classes, methods etc. to identify possible impacted elements, as shown in the work of Canfora et al. [13, 14] , Poshyvanyk et al. [38] , Antoniol et al. [1] , and Vaucher et al. [50] .
(9) Probabilistic Models utilize Markow Chains [53] , Bayesian Belief Networks [46] or similar models to compute the likelihood of a change affecting other program entities. They are combined with greedy algorithms [60] or linear and nonlinear systems of equations [44] to improve the calculation of probabilities.
(10) History Mining identifies entities which often changed together, as they are likely to change together again. Approaches which rely on History Mining were proposed by Xing and Stroulia [55, 56] , Ying et al. [57] , and Zimmermann et al. [61] .
Similar to the Results specification-criterion from the framework of Arnold and Bohner [3] , we want to provide information about the interactivity of a certain approach, as this is of interest for the developer when searching for a suitable approach.
Criterion 4 (Style of Analysis):
How interactive is the analysis procedure and which analysis strategy is supported by the approach?
Style of Analysis therefore fulfills requirement R9. To the best of our knowledge, the following three strategies exist in practice.
(1) Global analysis examines the whole system, independent of the current task.
(2) Search based strategies operate on demand for specific change requests.
(3) Exploratory approaches guide the developer step-bystep through the system and propose possible impacted elements, e.g. the tool JRipples 3 .
The fifth criterion we incorporate into our taxonomy is called Tool Support. We consider this information as important for developers and researchers alike and name requirements which are affected by this criterion and how. A developer who has to implement a change requires a tool to accomplish Impact Analysis, therefore approaches which have not yet been implemented are of no use to her, therefore violating requirement R5. A researcher on the other hand who wants to thoroughly compare her approach with existing work, requires data for comparison which can only be supplied by automated tools if a case study of reasonable size shall be conducted, thereby violating requirement R7.
Criterion 5 (Tool Support):
Has the approach been implemented and if so -by which tool or framework?
Our sixth criterion, Supported Languages, can help developers to select a suitable approach for their current problem. It can be used to filter out approaches which do not support a certain language and therefore fulfills requirement R8. Researchers can benefit from this criterion if they implement their own approach with the language supported by most other approaches, as the evaluation and comparison will be much easier, thereby supporting requirement R7 as well.
Criterion 6 (Supported Languages):
What programming or modeling languages are supported by the approach?
Scalability is another criterion which is required for a solid classification of proposed approaches. In contrast to the framework of Arnold and Bohner [3] , we do not just consider performance data gained through case studies, as such results depend heavily on the studied program and might not be comparable. Instead, we also consider worst-case time and space analyses in Bachmann-Landau-notation (Big-Onotation).
Criterion 7 (Scalability):
How scalable is the approach? Some authors provide time and space estimations for their proposed technique which serve as an indicator whether their approach can be used for a project of a certain complexity in reality or not. This criterion therefore directly fulfills Requirement R6.
The last criterion we incorporate into our taxonomy is called Experimental Results and is comprised of four subcriteria which help to evaluate the performance of an approach based on available data obtained through case studies or industrial projects. The four sub-criteria fulfill our requirement R7 and help to fulfill requirement R6 likewise. Although it is no strict criterion, it can help to compare approaches based on their performance.
Criterion 8 (Experimental Results):
What results from case studies or industrial projects are available to evaluate the performance of the approach? 
Criterion 8.2 (Precision):
Precision determines how many elements were correctly identified as impacted. It can be computed as follows.
Recall determines how many impacted elements were detected by the approach, and it can be computed as follows.
Recall = |EIS|∩|AIS| |AIS|
The term safety has been mentioned in many studies (e.g. [31] , [34, 35] , [7, 8] ) and is used to describe the situation when the value of recall achieved by an approach equals 1.0. Therefore we do not consider safety as a distinct criterion, as a recall of 1.0 signals that an approach is safe.
Criterion 8.4 (Time):
How long did it take to compute the results? Figure 3 concludes this section by providing a tabular overview of which of our criteria fulfill which requirement(s).
A NEW TAXONOMY
In Section 1.2 we listed requirements for a taxonomy of Impact Analysis and we have shown why none of the current classification schemes is sufficient according to our requirements in Section 4. We derived our classification criteria from our requirements in Section 5.1 and provided and explained possible candidates for them. We are now able to introduce the tabular layout for our proposed taxonomy which is depicted in Figure 2 . Figure 3 : The mapping between our requirements and criteria
The taxonomy in practice
The purpose of this section is to illustrate how our taxonomy can be used in practice by developers and researchers for the tasks of classifying, comparing and identifying Impact Analysis approaches. The classification and identification of approaches is explained with the help of examples.
Identifying and searching for approaches
Assume that a developer has to fix a bug in a Java program, and that she has located the method which is causing the malfunction. She is now searching for an approach to guide or assist her while fixing the bug. Further assume that a complete list of approaches is available which have been classified according to our taxonomy. First, she would filter out all approaches which do not operate on source code, expressed by the scope of analysis criterion. Second, she would filter out all approaches which do not support Java by using the supported language criterion. As she located the source of the bug to be a method, she could then use the criterion granularity of artifacts to remove all approaches which do not include methods in their analysis. The next step could be to filter out all approaches which have not yet been implemented, using the tool support criterion.
A researcher can use the same procedure to filter approaches according to the criteria which are of interest to her, for example recall and precision.
Classifying approaches
We have chosen five studies in order to classify them according to our taxonomy. The resulting classification is depicted by Figure 4 . We selected three different approaches for source code based Impact Analysis, to demonstrate the usefulness of our criteria. Ying et al. [57] analyze source code files, Ren et al. [39] [40] [41] consider classes, methods, and variables, whereas Apiwattanapong et al. [2] confined their analysis to methods. As our taxonomy is not limited to Figure 4 : Classifying [57] , [2] , [17] , [45] , and [39] [40] [41] according to our taxonomy source code based approaches, we choose to further classify the approach proposed by Feng and Maletic [17] for Impact Analysis on UML-based software architectures, and the approach of Sherriff and Williams [45] which analyzes the impact of a change by clustering files which frequently changed together. Apiwattanapong et al. [2] and Sherriff and Williams [45] provide complexity estimations for their approaches. Sherriff and Williams show that their worst-case time complexity equals O(F * C), where F is the number of files and C the number of computed clusters. However, C equals F in the worst-case, i.e. when no files changed together. Therefore resulting in a time complexity of O(n 2 ). Apiwattanapong et al. [2] could verify that their approach requires linear time (T: O(n)) and space complexity (S: O(n)), depending on the number of methods contained in the source code.
Case studies were conducted in the work of Ying et al. [57] , Apiwattanapong et al. [2] , Sherriff and Williams [45] and Ren et al. [39] [40] [41] . However, only Ying et al. [57] provide results for precision, recall and computation time.
The approaches proposed by Feng and Maletic [17] , and Ren et al. [39] [40] [41] support fine-grained change types, such as the addition of a method (+ meth.), or the deletion of a variable (-var.). Apiwattanapong et al. [2] did not specify what kinds of changes are supported on the level of methods, e.g. method body changes or method signature changes.
Our classification further shows which of the approaches have been implemented and which programming or modeling languages are supported, if such information was available in the studies.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The amount of proposed approaches for Impact Analysis is vast and a comprehensive taxonomy is required to enable their classification and comparison. We developed several requirements for a taxonomy of Impact Analysis and have shown why the current taxonomy of Kilpinen [28] and the framework of Arnold and Bohner [3] are not sufficient. We concluded with the need for a new and more detailed taxonomy. We derived a set of criteria from our requirements which contribute to our taxonomy and collected possible candidates for our criteria to further improve the taxonomy. We used our taxonomy to classify five different approaches, to demonstrate its applicability. Our taxonomy therefore helps to clearly structure the field of Impact Analysis according to well-defined criteria.
Future work includes two main activities. First, we are applying this taxonomy on all the 160 studies we have identified with our review. We want to classify them according to our criteria, to enable a comprehensive survey of approaches. Second, we want to improve the taxonomy and increase its usefulness for research and practice. We want to review and reconsider our criteria, improve candidates for granularity levels and refine candidates for the utilized technique criterion while performing the above mentioned classification.
